One salutary side-effect of the turn towards the study of intellectual networks in eighteenth-century Britain has been an increase in the amount of scholarly attention paid to the cultural life of the English provinces. In recent years, a number of studies have been published on the cultural lives of English regions that have traditionally appeared only at the margins of works on eighteenth-century cultural history. Chandler has written on the literary and intellectual culture of Norwich, Mee and Wilkes on the Transpennine region, Moore on the South West, and Berry on Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.
don. In 1689, for example, it was one of only three provincial cities in England to boast streets illuminated with oil-lamps and reflectors, it had a printer as early as 1698, and in 1704 it became the third provincial city (after Bristol and Norwich) to acquire its own local newspaper. 3 In his Tour Thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain (1724), Defoe wrote of Exeter that it was "a City famous for two Things, which we seldom find unite in the same Town, (viz.) that 'tis full of Gentry and good Company, and yet full of Trade and Manufactures also." He was particularly impressed by the city's serge market, where "the people assur'd me that at this market is generally sold from 60 to 70 to 80, and sometimes a Hundred Thousand Pounds value in Serges a week." 4 By 1800, however, Exeter had experienced a serious decline. At the time of Defoe's visit, the demand for Devonshire serge was already falling, and the transformation of Britain's economy after 1750 left Exeter at an increasing disadvantage: its river-port, reachable only by smaller ships, could not attract the kind of intercontinental trade which flowed through Bristol and Liverpool, and its cloth industry struggled to compete with the rise of the textile industry in the north of England. 5 Wrigley's table of English urban populations dramatically illustrates the city's fall from prominence, from fifth place in 1700 to twentieth in 1801; by the century's end it was not even the largest settlement in the South West, having been overtaken by the once much smaller town of Plymouth. 6 As Wrigley notes, by 1800, "many once-great centres were on their way to the pleasant obscurity of county rather than national fame," and Exeter's downward trajectory had been one of the sharpest of all.
7 In 1804, Southey described the people of Exeter as being "behindhand with their countrymen in information and refinement," residents of a city which "has been so slow in adopting modern improvements that it has the unsavoury odour of Lisbon." 8 These charges certainly could not have been levelled against the Exonians of a century before.
What did eighteenth-century England look like from such a perspective-when seen by writers who were not from London, or from the thriving and self-confident new towns of the Midlands and the North, but from a declining provincial centre whose inhabitants could see that the prestige their city had once enjoyed was rapidly slipping away? Did they really find their slide into obscurity as "pleasant" as Wrigley suggests? Upon what terms did they attempt to engage with the culture of a period that was so self-evidently leaving them behind? These are questions which have been little explored in the existing scholarship, which has tended to focus either on those regional centres which managed to retain their prominence, such as Bristol and Norwich, or upon the up-and-coming centres of trade and industry such as Birmingham and Manchester. Yet while Exeter's case was extreme, it was not unique; the cathedral cities of York, Chester, and Worcester, among others, experienced similar falls from national prominence, their medieval glories upstaged by new commercial centres such as Liverpool and Leeds. My focus in this article is upon the experiences of those south-western authors whose works were written and printed in eighteenth-century Exeter; but the cultural dilemmas they faced were also experienced by writers based in the many other English rural centres for which the eighteenth century was, in the main, a period of relative decline.
What I find particularly noteworthy about eighteenth-century Exeter is that its literary culture and its economic importance appear to have followed opposite trajectories. The former developed as the latter withered, and the city ultimately experienced something of a literary efflorescence between 1780 and 1800: the very years in which the wars with France forced the Devonshire wool trade into terminal decline. By the time Exeter developed a distinctive local literary culture of its own, the city no longer played a major role in Britain's economy. This combination of growing literary confidence with declining national importance imposed an unusual set of pressures upon the Exeter-based authors of the period. They were eager to make claims for the value of their regional heritage, if only to avoid being dismissed by London-based readers and critics. At the same time, however, they were also acutely aware that those same readers tended to view the South West as a rural backwater-and unlike the literary circles in Norwich and Newcastle described by Chandler and Berry, they could no longer point to the prosperity of their city as proof of its importance to the nation.
This article explores some of the ways in which this history of economic decline, and the cultural dilemmas it brought with it, shaped the development of literary culture in eighteenth century Exeter. Its first section briefly outlines the history of writing and printing in the city during the eighteenth century, while the second section deals with the fraught status of accent and dialect in the literature of the region during this period. Finally, the third section explores the distinctive ways in which the Exeter-based authors of the late eighteenth century drew upon the then-popular rhetoric of patriotic Gothicism in order to make claims for the value of the culture, history, and landscape of the South West in forms that they hoped might still prove compatible with the literary tastes of the metropolis.
"AN OBSCURE CORNER OF DEVONSHIRE": WRITING AND PRINTING IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY EXETER
From the behavior of its most gifted native writers throughout the eighteenth century, it is clear that Devon was no place for a man or woman who hoped to make a living by the pen. Ambitious south-western writers tended to seek their fortunes in London rather than remaining closer to home: John Gay, Hannah Cowley, John Wolcot ("Peter Pindar"), and Samuel Taylor Coleridge were all born within thirty miles of Exeter, but they did not long remain there, any more than John Ford had a century earlier. (A less successful version of the same progress was traced by the poet John Bampfylde, who was born in Devon, went to London, and declined there into poverty and madness.) 9 As a result, the authors who lived and wrote in and around eighteenth-century Exeter were, for the most part, those who were tied to the area by personal or professional commitments. They were mostly printers, clergymen, doctors, and schoolmasters, and they were acutely aware that their geographical position placed them at a disadvantage when it came to pursuing their literary careers. In his 1796 preface to Arviragus, for instance, William Tasker complained that his "distant situation in an obscure corner of Devonshire" had thwarted his ambitions to see his play performed on the London stage. 10 A few of these writers are familiar, if minor, figures in eighteenth-century literary history: the antiquarian writer Richard Hole, for example, or Richard Polwhele, best known today for his attack on Wollstonecraft in his poem The Unsex'd Females (1798). Most are now completely forgotten; many were little known outside their immediate circles even in their own day. But while writers such as Andrew Brice, Hugh Downman, and William Tasker merit little more than footnotes within the overall literary history of eighteenth-century Britain, in Exeter they were big fish in an extremely small pond.
As I have mentioned, Exeter was one of the first provincial cities in England to obtain a printer and a local newspaper of its own. It was the only one in the south-western peninsula to do so, and for most of the first half of the eighteenth century was the only city west of Bristol and Salisbury to have its own active printing industry.
11 This situation began to change with the establishment of a press at Falmouth in 1750, the opening of another in the rapidly growing town of Plymouth in 1767, and the increased activity of the Taunton press after 1765. But until 1750, any south-western writers who wanted their works to be published locally had little choice but to go to Exeter. Even after 1750, the output of the Exeter presses was considerably greater than that of the Taunton, Plymouth, and Falmouth presses combined. (The English Short Title Catalogue lists 499 works printed in Exeter between 1750 and 1800: the figures for Taunton, Plymouth, and Falmouth are 97, 155, and 23, respectively.) 12 However, south-western authors also had the option of sending their works further afield to be published in Bristol, Bath, or London, thereby potentially reaching a larger audience. As a result, the writers who chose to publish their works in Exeter tended to be those who wrote for local audiences, and often on local subjects as well.
As C.Y. Ferdinand notes, "When printers and booksellers began to migrate to the provinces after 1695, they found that book work was practically limited to the occasional edition of a sermon or poem with specific local appeal." 13 This was certainly true in Exeter, where religious material overwhelmingly dominated the output of the city's printers from 1700-1730. When non-religious works were published in Exeter in this period, they often had a strong local character, such as John Prince's Danmonii Orientales Illustres, or the Worthies of Devon (1701). The doctor and antiquary William Musgrave, who practised at Exeter, had the four volumes of his antiquarian researches into the Roman ruins of the West Country printed there, though as he wrote in Latin his title pages used the city's Roman name, "Iscae Dunmoniorum." The religious works seem to have been primarily intended for a local readership, and usually do not list London booksellers, except in the case of monumental works such as Henry Hingeston's enormous "address to England," Mahir Godel (1703). However, non-religious works such as those of Prince and Musgrave often listed booksellers in both Exeter and London on their title pages, and their authors clearly hoped for a broader sale. If Exeter's printers were slow to take up the publication of secular material, they were swift to move into the new area of newspaper publication. Exeter's first local newspaper, Samuel Farley's Exeter Post Man, appeared in 1704; its first competitor, The Exeter Post Boy, was founded by Farley's ex-business partner Joseph Bliss 1709. From this point onwards, there were almost always at least two competing newspapers in Exeter. Given that no other town in eighteenth-century Devon or Cornwall managed to sustain a local newspaper for more than a few years, the Exeter papers were effectively left to speak for the entire region by default. Like most other provincial newspapers, however, they remained reliant upon the London papers for parliamentary and international news, and their editors frequently found themselves in legal trouble due to the incautious reprinting of material. One Exeter printer, Phillip Bishop, died in prison in 1717 while awaiting trial for printing a Jacobite ballad; in 1729, another, Edward Farley, suffered the same fate for reprinting a satire on George II. Less fatal, but still damaging, were the fines levied in 1718 against three Exeter newspapermen-Joseph Bliss, Andrew Brice, and George Bishop, son of the unfortunate Phillip-for reprinting accounts of parliamentary debates.
14 Given that Brice experienced frequent legal difficulties and had access to his own press, it is perhaps not entirely surprising that the first book of secular poetry printed in Exeter was a long poem entitled Freedom, written by Brice while he was once again under arrest-this time for printing articles criticising the administration of the Southernhay Prison in Exeter, which led to its jailer prosecuting him for libel. 15 As a poet, printer, newspaperman, freemason, and patron of the theatre, Brice was a pivotal figure in the development of Exeter's literary culture, his importance enhanced by the unusual length of his career: he first set up shop as a printer in 1714, and did not retire until 1769, with works printed at his shop continuing to bear his name as late as 1771. He founded a newspaper, The Exeter Post-Master, in 1717, which continued to appear under various titles until 1791; he was also instrumental in founding Exeter's first theatre, having helped sell tickets for theatrical productions in Exeter while such performances were still illegal, and campaigned against the conversion of the city's first purpose-built theatre into a Methodist chapel in 1745. His newspaper featured a large amount of poetry, the vast majority of which was clearly written by Brice himself: his six-canto poem "The Petticoat," which appeared in the Post-Master in six weekly instalments from 16 July to 20 August 1725, is a good example of the sub-Scriblerian style which Brice cultivated during this period. He wrote and printed two long poems, the already-mentioned Freedom (1730) and a mock epic on local politics entitled The Mobiad (written in 1737, though not published until 1770). He was also a member of Exeter's first masonic lodge, the Lodge of St. John the Baptist, which was founded in 1732 and is still active today. Brice became its Master in 1758, and such was his dedication to advancing the interests of freemasonry that he is remembered today as "the father of Freemasonry in Devon." 16 As in the first decades of the century, the non-newspaper output of Exeter's printers during the period of Brice's pre-eminence consisted predominantly of religious works for local audiences. Other works, like those of Prince earlier in the century, were printed in Exeter because of their local subject-matter: examples include the fictionalised Memoirs of the local celebrity criminal Bampfylde-Moore Carew (1745) and Robert Trewman's Antient History and Description of the City of Exeter (1765). Brice's own magnum opus was his enormous Grand Gazetteer or Topographical Dictionary (1759), which, though notionally universal in scope, had a strong local slant, and included an extended description of Exeter itself. Reviewing Brice's career after his death, the Freemason's Magazine would ultimately conclude:
The design of this work [i.e. the Gazetteer] was good, but the execution is by no means commendable. It was indeed compiled without judgment, and published without care. Its chief merit consists in the large notice taken of the counties of Devon and Cornwall.
In this period, very little "literature" (in the modern sense of poetry, prose fiction, miscellaneous essays, and plays) was printed in Exeter. It was certainly being read there, and, from 1737, performed at the theatre. The city also had multiple booksellers, and from 1776 onwards a subscription library. 18 But the plays that the people of Exeter watched, and the novels and poems that they read, were not printed locally; they came from London, even when their authors were south-westerners like John Gay, whose plays were advertised in Exeter on the strength of the playwright's local connections. 19 Aside from Brice's Freedom, the entire period from 1730 to 1779 saw only one prose narrative, one opera, and four books of poetry printed in Exeter-and of this meagre harvest, only two were by authors who actually resided in the city. The first of these was by the Exeter merchant John Vowler, whose educational poems for children were printed and published in 1743; the second is a poem on the death of the noted Moravian preacher John Cennick, written in clumsy but seemingly heartfelt couplets by an Exeter fuller named Thomas Bastard, and printed in 1765. Both Vowler and Bastard were presumably writing for small, local audiences, and may not have intended their respective works for commercial sale at all: the title pages of both works give the names of their printers, but neither mentions any shops where they were to be sold. Possibly they were simply meant for distribution amongst family and friends.
One important factor which linked Exeter's printers to the wider British literary world was freemasonry, which seems to have flourished in the city, as it had in the south-west more generally: by 1775, Exeter was home to no less than five masonic lodges. 20 As mentioned above, Brice was an active freemason: so too was his one-time apprentice, the Exeter printer Robert Trewman, who took after Brice in his sincere commitment to freemasonry even though relations between the two men seem to have broken down badly in 1763. An edition of Wellins Calcott's popular prose and verse collection Thoughts Moral and Divine was printed by Trewman in 1764, a decision which may have been motivated by the fact that Calcott was also an active freemason. Trewman also printed a Select Collection of Masonic Songs in 1767 and The Principles of Freemasonry Delineated in 1777, and acted as the Exeter bookseller for the Bristol freemason James Brown's Odes, Elegies, Songs in 1786. 21 It was presumably the friendliness of Exeter's printers to freemasonry which led Isaac Head, collector of the customs on the Isles of Scilly and provincial grand master of the freemasons, to send his own defence of freemasonry to be printed by Brice in Exeter in 1769, from where it was subsequently distributed to booksellers in London and across the South West. 22 The last two decades of the century witnessed a major flowering of print culture in Exeter: according to the ESTC, of the 755 works printed in the city between 1700 and 1800, 46 percent appeared after 1779. Brewer notes that provincial printer-publishers did not publish large numbers of books until the last quarter of the century, and a survey of the material listed in the ESTC as being published in other English cities confirms that Exeter was far from unique in following this pattern: of all the works printed in eighteenth-century Norwich, 45 percent were printed after 1779, while for York, Bath, and Salisbury the figures are 61 percent, 72 percent, and 75 percent, respectively. 23 Noting the "extraordinary cultural efflorescence" in Norwich between 1780 and 1800, during which the achievements of local writers "far surpassed, in both quantity and quality, that of the previous two centuries," Chandler writes: "This was not a phenomenon unique to Norwich, as the roughly parallel cases of Bristol and Edinburgh show, and I suspect that other provincial cities, such as Exeter, Liverpool, Newcastle, and Sheffield, would reveal a similar pattern."
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This late-eighteenth-century boom in local printing cut across divisions between north and south, and between those cities that were on the rise and those that were in steep decline. The increase in the quantity of books being printed in Britain did not go unnoticed at the time: James Lackington, perhaps the most successful bookseller of the period, noted in 1791 that "four times the number of books are sold now than were sold twenty years since," a change he attributed to the adoption of reading as a form of entertainment by "the poorer sort of farmers, and even the poor country people in general." 25 Yet it seems unlikely that it was "poor country people" who bought many of the works which issued from Exeter's presses during these decades, which included sixteen books of poetry, three tragedies, three verse translations (two from Ancient Greek, one from French), one novel (The Disappointed Heir, by Anna Gomersall of Leeds), four books of history (three of them on local subjects), books on entomology, apiary, and astronomy, a Compilation on the Culture and Growth of Potatoes (1780), and "a philosophical and historical essay on beards, translated from the French." Translations from the Classics 4
Prose fiction 4
All other works 42
TOTAL
As table 1 shows, Exeter's printers continued to deal primarily in relatively ephemeral works for local audiences: they printed adverts for tradesmen, sermons for clergymen, announcements of political meetings, songs on recent events, the last confessions of criminals executed at the nearby Heavitree gallows, and so on. Given that bills, posters, and pamphlets of this kind are much more likely to have been lost over the intervening centuries than more substantial volumes such as works of history, their actual predominance was probably much greater than is represented by the figures given here. However, a sizeable minority of the surviving works-73 out of 348, or 21 percent of the total-were texts on literary, historical, or scientific subjects, which had never previously been printed in Exeter in such numbers. Their appearance implies the rise of a local audience for such works, which was evidently capable of sustaining not only a regional book trade importing books from London, but also a small but stable market for books written both by and for the inhabitants of the South West.
The newspapers printed in Exeter during these decades bear witness to the increased confidence of these south-western writers in their ability to find local audiences for their works. Many newspapers from the period have not survived, but it is clear that Exeter papers such as the New Exeter Journal, Exeter Flying Post and Exeter Gazette regularly printed poetry during this period. The Exeter Gazette even featured a semi-regular "Poet's Corner" from August 1792 onwards. Sometimes these poems were reprints of works by London-based poets, such as the poet laureate Henry James Pye. But more often they were short, anonymous works that must have been sent in by local authors, and were sometimes written on local subjects such as "Ottery St Mary" or "The Literary Society of Exeter." 27 Similarly, given that the printers who owned and printed the city's newspapers also ran many of its bookshops, it is hardly surprising that Exeter's newspapers were often crammed with adverts for the latest books imported from London. In this period, however, they also began to feature adverts from Devon-based authors, advertising to local readers that their works either had been or soon would be printed in Exeter, and could be purchased in the city's shops. For such writers, local appeal was clearly a major selling point, and when the poet, schoolmaster, and fake clergyman Lawrence Halloran placed an advert in the Exeter Gazette which simultaneously advertised the recent publication of his poems in Exeter and the availability of places at his school just outside the city, he must have hoped that his local status and connections would boost his appeal both as an author and as a teacher. His hope, presumably, was that parents might want to send their sons to be educated by a local author, while readers might want to read poems by a local schoolmaster, and his desire to emphasise his loyalty to the region is presumably the reason why his advert emphasised the fact that his collection of poems was dedicated to the local MP.
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A survey of the books printed in Exeter between 1780 and 1800 makes clear that when such works were printed and published in Exeter, rather than in Bath, Bristol, or London, it was usually because their authors were aiming primarily at a regional readership. The four most famous Exeter-based authors of the eighteenth century, Hugh Downman, Richard Hole, Richard Polwhele, and William Tasker, were all active in this period: Downman was a doctor at Exeter's hospital, while Hole, Tasker, and Polwhele were local clergymen. Polwhele had the majority of his works printed in London, as one might expect for an author who hoped for national recognition; only his 1793 History of Devonshire, his translations of Theocritus, and two early books of poems were printed in Exeter, and editions of all four were also printed in London or Bath. Tasker had some of his works printed in London, and others in Exeter; his tragedy Arviragus was printed in Exeter, probably because it was performed at the Exeter theatre, but his most famous work, the Ode to the Warlike Genius of Great Britain (1778), was printed in London. Downman printed his poems and tragedies in Exeter, and his tragedy Editha (1784), which was set in Exeter and dedicated to "the inhabitants of Exeter and its neighbourhood," was only printed in Exeter; but his most important work, Infancy (1774-6), was printed in London. 29 Hole
By the 1790s, then, Exeter was not only providing a market for literary works written and printed in London: it also had its own self-supporting literary community, which wrote plays for the city's theatre and was willing to subscribe to one another's works. It even had its own literary society, the Society of Gentlemen at Exeter, founded by Downman in 1792; its members met monthly at the Globe Inn, and produced two publications, a collection of poems (1792) and a book of essays (1796). 30 But as they sought to position themselves within Britain's national literary culture, Exeter's writers found themselves torn between two competing narratives. As south-westerners they were the inheritors of a local narrative of civic pride, which saw Devon as one of the heartlands of England, and celebrated Exeter as one of the foremost cities in the kingdom. But as readers of works published in London, they must also have been uncomfortably aware of a metropolitan counter-narrative that viewed the South West as a provincial backwater. As Berry notes, "Tensions could potentially arise in encounters between different cultural horizons, particularly in the relationship between London and provincial urban centres, in the face of attempts to colonise regional identities." 31 Exeter's literary 'Gentlemen' felt these "tensions" as much as anyone, as they found themselves pulled in two directions at once: attempting to insist on the genuine value of their region while, at the same time, also being keen to demonstrate their sophistication by assimilating themselves to metropolitan cultural norms.
"NO LONGER USED BY THE POLITER DEVONIANS": REGIONAL DIALECTS AND CIVIC PRIDE IN EIGH-TEENTH-CENTURY EXETER
While the Newcastle-based writers described by Berry, buoyed up by their city's prosperity, were able to assert that their regional culture was, in at least some respects, worthy of being compared with that of London, and the Norwich-based writers described by Chandler "demonstrated very little self-consciousness of their provincialism," Exeter's writers clearly struggled to overcome the ingrained perception of Devon as a county characterised by "brutality and ignorance." 32 As Borsay has emphasised, the keynote of the "urban renaissance" of the eighteenth century was a self-conscious emphasis on "improvement:"-a process of physical and cultural rebuilding through which the towns and cities of England were to be lifted out of provincial barbarism by being transformed into "little Londons." 33 The medieval buildings of the cathedral cities were to be replaced with buildings constructed in modern, classical styles, in the hope that these would exert a civilising influence upon their populations. Simultaneously, new styles of urban gentility and polite sociability aimed to discourage rural manners and popular traditions among the provincial middle classes. 34 In order to prove the value of its urban culture, in other words, Exeter first needed to save itself from Devonshire, or at least from Devonshire as it was usually imagined in London: a primitive backwater populated by rustic clowns, whose weavers and colliers were famous for rioting and unruly behaviour. 35 The slow-witted provincial with his thick West Country accent was a standard figure of fun in the eighteenth century. When the travelling lecturer Benjamin Martin wished to mock how "barbarously ignorant" the provincial "rabble" he encountered had been, he described them as speaking in West Country accents ("why Luck-man-zshure, none but the gentlevauke can see this"), and one early reader of Hannah More's Village Politics seems to have turned her dialogues into comedy pieces simply by reading them aloud in a West Country drawl. 36 The urban renaissance offered local elites in towns such as Exeter a way to escape being the target of such mockery -but only if they proved willing to sever their links with the surrounding countryside, and assimilate themselves to metropolitan culture, instead. 37 Faced with such views, some of Exeter's writers attempted to reaffirm the importance of their region. Over the course of the century a succession of local authors, from Prince to Polwhele, wrote works that celebrated Devon's illustrious history; but the county's residents saw its greatness as being by no means confined only to the past. In his Gazetteer, Brice boasted:
[Devonshire is], in short, the largest and most populous County in England, Yorkshire excepted; but Devonshire is so full of Great Towns, and those Towns so full of People, & those People so universally employ'd in useful and profitable Trade, that it cannot be equall'd in England -leaving London and its neighbourhood out of the question. 38 In writing these lines, Brice was paraphrasing (and plagiarising) Defoe, who thirtyfive years earlier had written that:
[Devonshire] is the largest and most Populous [county] in England, Yorkshire, excepted, (which ought to be esteem'd three Counties, and is indeed Divided as such into the East, West, and North Riding;) but Devonshire one entire County, is so full of great Towns, and those Towns so full of People, and those People so universally Employ'd in Trade, and Manufactures, that not only it cannot be equall'd in England, but perhaps not in Europe.
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In the course of his lengthy description of his native county, Brice praised its size, its wealth, the fertility of its soil, the quality of its salmon and cider, the gentility of its merchants, and the heroic deeds of its historical "Worthies," making clear that he viewed Devon as in no way inferior to the South East, and largely averting his eyes from the fact that by 1759 the South West was no longer as prosperous as it had been during Defoe's visit. He asserted that Exeter may have been " [a] city itself, yea a renowned City too, not only before London's Rise, but (possibly I say) those of most others in the island." Brice acknowledged that the city's wool manufacturing industries were "not so [numerous] as 50 or 60 years past," but he still praised Exeter for the size of its markets, the quality of its quay, and the "good Taste, good Sense, true Rationality, and Politeness" of the local gentry. 40 Twenty-five years later, in the prologue to Editha, Downman reassured the people of an even more economically diminished Exeter that their present merits were just as great as those of their heroic forefathers:
Thus, for their Country, dared your Sires to bleed;
Nor have their Sons disgraced the gallant deed. Courageous now, as when they quell'd the Dane, Still faithful, loyal, generous, and humane. 41 Indeed, such was the pride of eighteenth-century Devonians in their county that a clearly rather aggravated William Marshall wrote in 1796: "In the habitudes and manners of the middle class we find little which marks the inhabitants of this Western extremity of the Island, from those of the more central parts of it; except what arises from an over-rated estimate of themselves." 42 Whatever their "estimate of themselves," however, the "middle class" of Exeter were well aware of the need to avoid local dialect and pronunciation if their pretensions were to be taken seriously outside the South West. In the decentralised world of eighteenth-century Britain, accent and dialect variation was considerable; as Wakelin notes, "even the late eighteenth century was still a long way from the comparative uniformity of present-day standard English." 43 But print culture served to powerfully encourage linguistic uniformity at the expense of dialect among the literate classes, especially because the West Country dialect spoken in Devon had a reputation as a particularly 'low' form of English. 44 It is thus not surprising that one of the first non-religious books printed at Exeter was The Country-Man's Conductor in Reading and Writing True English (1701, reprinted 1712), by a local schoolmaster, John White. This book, which attempted to teach its readers to speak and write English to reflect "correct" (i.e. metropolitan) pronunciation, bears witness to a certain anxiety about the correctness (or lack thereof) of the West Country dialect that was then spoken in the region. White recommended that his Devonshire readers avoid saying "arter-ward" for "afterward," "cheeld" for "child," "doance" for "dance," and so on, warning them that such words are "not suiting with our present Pronunciation: nor are many of them understood by strangers." Even the history of the South West apparently needed to be spoken in the English of the South East. Instead of saying "I hurd on zay the Cassel of Exeter was bilt by King Addleston," for instance, White explained that his readers should say instead "I heard one say the castle of Exeter was built by King Athelstan," the "Addleston" of local folk memory giving way to the "Athelstan" of official history. White was careful to demonstrate that many of these words are not barbaric corruptions of correct English, but survivals from before the rise of printing, "old Words . . . yet in use with the Vulgar of those Western Parts." But for White, their antiquity was no defence: the South West had to move with the times, and he presented them "not for your Imitation, but Reformation." 45 Another expression of this discomfort over dialect was the anonymous dialogue An Exmoor Scolding, printed (and possibly written) by Andrew Brice in 1727. 46 This work, ostensibly the transcript of a conversation between two women of Exmoor, mocks the lack of "propriety and decency" in the language of its two speakers, who are presented as being foul-mouthed and coarse-minded as well as speakers of a very broad north Devonshire dialect. 47 In his satirical introduction to the 1727 edition of the work, Brice wrote: Like White, Brice here implies that the replacement of "our pure Vernacular" by the language of "Londoners and Bristolians" may, in fact, be no bad thing, delivering the people of Devon from having to speak in dialects which seem coarse and incomprehensible to outsiders. The Scolding seems to have been very popular, acquiring a second part (The Exmoor Courtship) in 1768, and going through at least eleven eighteenth-century editions-far more than any other work written and printed in Exeter during this period. Even in the early nineteenth century it was sufficiently well known for another local writer, Richard Hole, to write a satirical "translation" of the Courtship as "The Arcadian Lovers, a Dramatic Pastoral," which was posthumously published in 1819 in Blackwood's Magazine. 49 Written in tasteful, self-consciously 'literary' couplets, Hole's "Pastoral" holds the speakers in the original up to mockery by highlighting the extreme divergence between the Arcadian idyll of traditional pastoral poetry and the squalid rural scene depicted in the Courtship.
The humorous appeal of broad dialect evidently persisted throughout the century. However, a comparison of the earlier editions of the Scolding to the later ones suggests that the relationship of its readers with dialect may have changed as the century wore on. All of its editions were aimed at the same kind of audience, namely the middle-class inhabitants of Exeter -but whereas in 1727 Brice seems to have assumed that his readers would understand most or all of the dialect words used, even while finding their collective effect to be so coarse as to be comical, by 1771 the Scolding was appearing accompanied by a glossary. By 1794 it was being published with a parallel translation in standard English, presumably on the assumption that such broad dialect would now seem like a foreign language even to Exeter-based readers. 50 This suggests that by the end of the century, the gap between the kind of English spoken in polite circles in Exeter and the kind spoken in rural villages on Exmoor had grown considerably. As the Preface to the 1771 edition explained, such dialect was "no longer used by the politer Devonians, who in general speak as good modern English as those of any other County." The author of this preface even expressed the hope that his work "may be of some use to such Lawyers as go upon the Western Circuit, by whom the evidence of a Countryman is sometimes mistaken, for want of a proper Interpretation of his Language."
In these works, then, Exeter's writers exhibited a familiar combination of attitudes: they were proud of the history and sophistication of their city, but they were also aware that one of the key markers of that sophistication was their ability to purge themselves of provincialisms, and to prove their good taste by adapting themselves to the language and culture of the metropolis. Crucially, this meant drawing clear distinctions between their own polite, literate, urban culture and the way of life practised by poor rural communities in the hills of Devon. Of these hill-folk, even Brice-otherwise so full of praise for Devon's inhabitants-had nothing positive to say:
[A]bout the skirts of Ex-moor, on Dartmoor, and some other of the wilder Parts [of Devon], the ordinary People may be truly enough said to be born Clowns, their Carriage being very rustic and ungainly, and their Speech so coarse, corrupt, and uncouth, as to be scarce intelligible to Strangers[.] 52 This, I suspect, was one reason why the Exmoor Scolding enjoyed such sustained popularity in eighteenth-century Exeter: it allowed its readers to define themselves as the sort of Devonians who laughed at the "coarse, corrupt, and uncouth" dialect of the upland villages, rather than as the sort of Devonians who actually spoke it. As Exeter acquired more and more connections to the rest of England-a turnpike road to London, a Masonic lodge, a theatre where touring companies could perform, a circulating library where patrons could read the latest books from the London printers-it is perhaps unsurprising that the city's more well-to-do inhabitants may have felt they had less and less in common with such "born clowns," even though they lived just six miles from Dartmoor's edge.
"NOT IN THESE HAUNTS OBSCURE THE MUSES STRAY": WRITING THE SOUTH WEST, 1780-1800
From 1780 onwards, Exeter, like several other provincial English cities, began to develop a local literary culture of its own. This was most clearly expressed in the flowering of poetry written and printed in the city. By surveying the poetry of local writers such as Downman, Hole, Polwhele, and Tasker, as well as less well-known figures such as the poet and wool-comber Christopher Jones and the poet and novelist Eliza Kirkham Strong, it is possible to draw certain conclusions regarding their relationship with the literary culture of the South East. Reading these authors, two common traits rapidly emerge: the regular classicism of their style, and the regionalism and antiquarianism of their subject matter. As Dafydd Moore writes:
Polwhele, Downman and their friends combine, often via a thoroughly eighteenth-century poetic idiom, an Augustan faith in universal standards and the conviction that authority comes from conforming to accepted, cosmopolitan norms rather than unique or original features with subject matter and an emphasis on the power of the local more readily associated with the emerging discourse we know as Romanticism. 53 Examples of the local and antiquarian enthusiasms of Exeter's writers are not hard to find. Polwhele published his "legendary tale" The Fate of Lewellyn; or, the Druid's Sacrifice while he was still a schoolboy; Tasker wrote an "Ode to the Spirit of Alfred" and a tragedy, Arviragus, set in ancient Devon; Hole wrote a seven-book "poetical romance" on King Arthur; and Downman penned a tragedy, Editha, set in Devon during the Dark Ages, and a translation of the then-popular "Death- 54 This is, in many respects, an exemplary piece of late eighteenth-century Exonian poetry, insofar as it proclaims a love for the "Gothic," "romantic," and "Enthusiastic," while actually retaining a very traditional verse structure: Downman claims to hate smoothness, neatness, and measure, but he still writes in extremely smooth, neat, measured tetrameter couplets. Arthur itself contains a similar example, in which Hole praises the artlessness of the ancient British minstrels in verse that is not remotely artless:
When wand'ring minstrels to the feeling heart The strains of nature, undeprav'd by art Addrest; and crouded halls were taught to ring With the bold acts of Britain's matchless king. 55 The fact that Hole has to seriously contort his syntax here in order to fit his rhyme scheme demonstrates that these lines are anything but "the strains of nature, undeprav'd by art." Even Tasker's Pindaric Odes -traditionally the freest of all the classical verse forms -remain strongly regular in their rhyme and metre, no matter how wild and weird his ancient British subject matter. The lines may vary in length, but the rhymes are always perfect and the iambs fall like hammers, as in these lines on the magical construction of Stonehenge:
The Bards retir'd, When lo! A wond'rous birth! With instantaneous bound The rocks were pil'd around:
Fabric compleat -amazing -new! Stone-Henge arose to their enraptur'd view. 56 Why should this combination of antiquarian Gothic enthusiasm and neo-classical formal regularity have taken root in late eighteenth-century Exeter? While the number of writers involved is so small that this pattern may reflect nothing more than chance personal preferences operating within a tiny literary clique, I suspect that the explanation may lie a little deeper, in Exeter's vexed relationship with metropolitan literary culture.
Like all regional British writers in this period, these authors faced the problem that the provincial world they inhabited could easily seem to be a deeply unsuitable subject for serious literature. Literature was written about great cities and famous places, and by 1780 Exeter could not claim to be either of these. When Brice had written about Exeter in The Mobiad, the form he had chosen was the mock-epic, thus turning the city's literary unsuitability to his For Downman, Devonshire just was not very well adapted to literature; it was too "obscure," too far removed from the kind of subjects towards which "Fancy" and "the Muses" were usually turned. If writers such as he and Polwhele were to write poetry and drama without being imaginatively crippled by their distance from London, they needed to find a literary idiom which would allow them to adapt the history and landscape of the South West into suitable material for poetry-and this was precisely what the Gothic and antiquarian literature of the era supplied them with.
Moore has pointed out the importance of Ossian for south-western writers in this period, emphasising that Macpherson's "bardic" works provided a model for the celebration of their own history and geography. 58 Like the Welsh, Scottish, and Irish "nationalist antiquaries" described by Katie Trumpner in Bardic Nationalism-and, tellingly, unlike the "London literati" with whom she contrasts them, for whom the bard "represents poetry as a dislocated art, standing apart from and transcending its particular time and place"-what Downman and his contemporaries learned from the works of Gray and Macpherson was that Britain's ancient and medieval history could be a fit subject for poetry and that the landscape of Britain's upland regions could be assimilated to the aesthetics of the sublime. 59 It is easy to see why Hole, Downman, Tasker, and Polwhele eagerly adopted this model as a way of writing about the South West: their region was rich in medieval remnants, ancient monuments, and dramatic upland scenery, and it could claim both King Arthur and King Alfred as local heroes. Seen in these terms, Devonshire did not have to be the 'barren Ground' described by Downman; instead, it could be re-imagined as a place worth writing poetry about, its landscape rendered worthy of literary representation through its wild sublimity and its connections with the heroic past.
This turn towards the past formed part of a nation-wide trend toward patriotic Gothic revivalism, and similar developments can be seen in York, another of Britain's ancient cathedral cities in which the rise of local history and local poetry seem to have gone hand in hand during the 1780s. 60 But this trend must have had a special poignancy in Exeter, where it was becoming clear that the city was unlikely to ever return to its medieval eminence. The years between 1780 and 1800 saw both the further decline of the Exeter cloth trade, and the rise of the south-western tourist industry; Exeter, increasingly, became a pretty town to pass through on holiday, rather than a city which demanded respect as one of the economic centres of Britain. 61 In this context, the temptation to look back towards the days of Stonehenge, Arthur, and Alfred, when the South West had been at the heart of British cultural and political life rather than on its fringes, must have been extremely strong. Within this paradigm, even the stubborn moorlands of Devon could be reclaimed as a source of regional pride. And whereas Brice had seen Dartmoor as nothing more than an obstacle to trade and the home of comically clownish hill-folk, antiquarian authors such as Polwhele were able to view it, instead, as a Druidic ritual landscape of great antiquity and sublimity. 62 As Tim Fulford has recently shown, this process of linking the south-western landscape to history via literature was ultimately carried out in an extremely literal fashion by the local clergyman Edward Bray, who in the early nineteenth century littered Dartmoor with poems engraved on rocks which purported to describe and commemorate the Druidic ceremonies which had once taken place in the locations thus inscribed. 63 For these writers, antiquarianism and the Gothic revival made it possible to assert the importance of the South West in new ways; its economic significance had waned, but its history remained just as impressive as ever. But given their much-declared love of Gothic wildness, why did their own verse remain so regular and classical in style? My guess would be that, while they were keen to celebrate the value of the regional, these writers were also anxious to demonstrate their knowledge of and allegiance to the canons of metropolitan literary culture. Heirs to a century of anxiety over proper expression, they had painstakingly educated themselves to speak and write in what they understood to be a 'correct' fashion. The slightly stilted regularity and 'correctness' of much of the poetry written in Exeter during this period may reflect a fear that anything less could be pounced upon as proof of 'clownish' ignorance. (A similar tendency can be seen in the works of contemporary Yorkshire-based poets such as 'Juvenis' and Thomas Maude, who adhered scrupulously to the standards of 'literary' metropolitan English in their poems on Yorkshire subjects. 64 ) Similarly, in their eagerness to demonstrate that being provincial did not have to mean being unsophisticated, they seem to have cultivated a rather conservative familiarity with mainstream metropolitan literature. The authors whom they cited and imitated, such as Gray, Hurd, and Mason, were by this stage safe and well-established figures in the history of recent British poetry. Following more recent fashions may well have seemed a riskier choice, especially given the fact that, as Moore has demonstrated, most of these writers were also conservative in their politics, and may have regarded much of the more experimental writing of the era as worryingly radical. 65 Indeed, the single work associated with eighteenth-century Exeter best known to literary scholars today is Polwhele's The Unsex'd Females (1798), which is essentially a broadside against what Polwhele saw as an ideologically pernicious trend in the literary fashions of the day. By remaining loyal to more traditional verse forms, these writers were able to demonstrate their commitment to the most approved and 'correct' forms of metropolitan poetry even as their poems celebrated the value of local landscapes and subjects, thus enacting the same balancing-act between local and national allegiances which had marked the literary history of Exeter throughout the century.
CONCLUSION
By the century's end, even Exeter's importance as a centre of printing was diminishing. Once writers from across the South West had sent their works to the city to be printed, but by 1800 rival printers were operating in Truro, Falmouth, Plymouth, Taunton, Dartmouth, Barnstaple, and Tiverton, opening up a range of options for regional authors who desired local publication of their works. The Society of Gentlemen, which had always been sustained largely by Downman's personal energy, ceased to meet in 1807, and Exeter's status as a centre of regional literary activity swiftly began to fade. 66 The next wave of south-western writers, such as Blackmore, Hawker, and Baring-Gould, were men for whom the region's former industrial prosperity no longer formed part of living memory; instead, building on the antiquarian enthusiasms of Hole and his contemporaries, they developed a new mythology of Devon and Cornwall in more-or-less conscious imitation of Scott, describing the peninsula in their works as a magical and half-savage land of wreckers, outlaws, and ancient superstitions. 67 It was a portrait which would have surprised the Exonians of the eighteenth century, and it was one in which Exeter itself had little place. For Blackmore and his imitators, it was the wilds of Exmoor, Dartmoor, and Bodmin, so despised by the cultivated Exonians of Brice's generation, which embodied the true heart of the South West.
Thus ended the closest thing Exeter has ever had to a literary golden age. For most of the eighteenth century, however, the city had played a crucial role in the region, as the only south-western settlement large and prosperous enough to support an active literary culture of its own. As a result, a whole range of southwesterners-Cornishmen like Polwhele, the Tivertonian political and historical writer Martin Dunsford, even Isaac Head out on the Isles of Scilly-had been drawn into the orbit of its printers, libraries, and booksellers, contributing to the development of a distinctive local literary culture: Masonic, antiquarian, conservative in matters of style and politics, anxious about the correctness of its speech, and fiercely proud of its local history. Southey was probably right when he described them as being "behindhand with their countrymen," but it was their very consciousness of the ways in which Exeter was being left behind by the march of national progress that spurred its writers to find new ways of articulating what they felt to be valuable about the cultural heritage of their region. 68 In 1797-98 they were probably not aware of the poetic experimentation in which Wordsworth and Coleridge were engaged just twenty miles away in the Quantocks, and if they had been they would probably not have approved of it. But because they could no longer celebrate the prosperity of the South West, they had celebrated its hills and ruins, instead-and by doing so they had, in their own way, helped make possible the subsequent development of British Romanticism. 
